The perfect blades
for your bread slicing machine

Optimal and accurate slicing, in balance with your bread slicing machine
Bakery Blades is a partner of NOSIBO Bakery Solutions and has over 25 years’ experience in research,
design and optimisation of blades for frame bread slicing machines. Bakery Blades and NOSIBO Bakery
Solutions are following, in close cooperation, the ongoing developments in the bread market. Bakery
Blades is specialised in developing and producing knives to be always a step ahead of the ever increasing demands in slicing eﬃciency and packaging requirements. The growing diversity of types of bread
from ﬁrm to soft (e.g. glutenfree; fruity bread; wetcake bread) and the various shapes, is not stopping
Bakery Blades. With our own alloy, special coatings and low friction blades we will ﬁnd a solution for your
challenges in both industrial and retail market.

Bakery Blades

For optimal usage of your bread slicer
Baker Blades is a private company and produces
entirely under its own management. It’s a compact, ﬂexible and comprehensive enterprise
with short lead times. The tailor made blades
can be tested by Bakery Blades in your bakery.
The huge experience, own production
processes and engagement in product development and optimisation of NOSIBO Bakery Solutions slicing machines, enables Bakery Blades to
respond fast on the latest developments in the
bakery market and your speciﬁc wishes and
requirements.

• 25 years’ experience in optimisation of slicing
bread in retail and industrial bakeries
• In-house research and development of
materials, coatings and production processes
• Flexible enterprise ready to meet all speciﬁc
customer requirements
• Test and development projects can take
place in your environment

Technical variations

BAKERY BLADES PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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Basic blades

Bakery Blades B.V.
Postbus 482
4900 AL Oosterhout, Nederland
Telefoon: +31(0)162-431828

Industrial blades
Coated blades
Low Friction blades
Custom made blades

www.bakeryblades.nl
info@bakeryblades.nl

